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It is important for you to know that this is the only complete original edition of A Course in Miracles

that the Scribe, Dr. Helen Schucman, authorized to be published by the Foundation for Inner Peace

in 1975.Other books with titles such as "The Original Edition" or the "Unedited Edition" contain

unsanctioned material from a first or second draft of the Course which Dr. Schucman deleted since

it was not meant to be part of the published Course. Only this edition from the Foundation for Inner

Peace includes the following copyrighted material: the " Preface", "the Clarification of Terms", and

"the Supplements", which Dr. Schucman also scribed. The Supplements are extensions of the

Course principles and are titled "Song of Prayer" and "Psychotherapy: Purpose, Process and

Practice." The Course, as it is published in this edition and used by three million students worldwide,

is a complete self-study spiritual thought system that teaches forgiveness as the road to inner peace

and the remembrance of God. A Course in Miracles is available in 25 languages. the English edition

is avialable in hardcover, softcover (9"X6") and paperback (8"X5").
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11/28/2012: revised to reduce annoying CAPS, and add explanatory notes---This is the deepest and

most profound book I've ever read. And I have a ridiculously large collection of books.It also

contains breathtaking concepts, that resonate with the simple, ironic beauty characteristic of

profound universal truth. Even the physicists, cosmologists, mathematicians have remarked they

use the same criteria of beauty and elegance as a helpful evaluation to help vet new candidate laws

of nature.ACIM presents spiritual truths so concise and raw, so pure, that one must often spend



days or weeks (or more) studying + praying + meditating upon a single passage. Then one may

begin to achieve first insights into a passage, and begin to apply it directly to one's life. With insight

revealed by each passage, you'll become more and more aware of the miraculous spiritual world

which is true life (all else being false dream).This book DOES teach miracles. I will offer you an

example.In everyday life you cross paths with countless strangers. Many you meet for a moment,

and never again. For example, you'll exchange a few casual words of courtesy with the grocery

store cashier, as your items are rung up. Somehow it became "normal" to view such interactions as

inconsequential; most of us eventually became a bit numb to the souls around us. We don't notice

their spiritual and emotional needs. We forgot how to truly see others and to love.Haven't we had

enough of "normal" mundane existence!Let's now re-imagine our "inconsequential" daily

interactions in a new, deeply spiritual and profound way, transforming these interactions into most

consequential miracles.
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